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Reviews on Publishing for Small Press Runs
“A Meticulous Manual for Micropublishers. This book is an essential edition to the small publisher’s library. Smith
teaches self-publishing at the University of New Orleans and practices what he preaches. This book is best read before
embarking on a small publishing project, then referred to as specific issues come up, such as dealing with postal
authorities or manuscript prep for electronic publication. Highly recommended.” —Steve O’Keefe, author of Publicity
on the Internet and the Complete Guide to Internet Publicity: Creating and Launching Successful Online Campaigns
“Book Publishing Just Became Faster, Easier & Cheaper. Publishing for Small Press Runs is all about writing,
producing, selling and promoting your book. The really exciting revelations are about the new electronic pre-press
procedure, PDF formatting and digital printing. Gary takes you through the growth of independent publishing (there are
55,000 of us out here), how to set up your publishing business, how to get a copyright and otherwise protect your work,
how to build your manuscript and, finally, ways to market your finished book. The book has lots of resources with Web
URLs.” —Dan Poynter, author of The Self-Publishing Manual
About the Author - Gary Michael Smith is a writer, editor, educator, and publisher. Over 200 of
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